Features:
- Curved silhouette style back
- 17-1/2” wide flat waterfall seat
- High density stacking
- Stack bars
- Premium metal base glides
- Choice of standard MTS powdercoat frame finishes
- Patented leg and seat reinforcement bar
- 12-year structural frame warranty

Options:
- Premium COMFORTflex® (Add CF to model number)
- Ultralight option (COMFORTweb® seat and back)
- ProBax® advanced seating technology
- Convention wire ganger
- Plated frame finishes
- Seat options: pullover, solid contoured, flat COMFORTweb, contoured COMFORTweb, and rolled COMFORTedge®

See revers side for storage racks and hand carts.
020 | Heavy Duty
Designed for the highest intensity of use, these heavy duty storage carts are capable of being stacked up to three high, for maximum vertical storage. When purchased with MTS chairs, they will ship fully loaded and hold approximately 100 chairs each.

025 | Standard Duty
These standard duty carts are capable of being stacked two high and when purchased with MTS chairs will ship fully loaded and hold approximately 100 chairs each.

025-KD | Standard Duty Knocked Down
The 025-KD knocked down storage cart is intended for customers who already own MTS chairs and need high density vertical storage. The cart ships Knocked Down which reduces cubic feet and shipping costs and is easily assembled with just six bolts. Performance and appearance are like the 025 Standard Duty cart, stacking two high and holding approximately 100 chairs each.

MTS offers a wide variety of storage and handling options for our stackable seating. Our custom manufactured storage carts, each designed to carry approximately 100 chairs. Each rack is designed and precisely manufactured to fit your facility requirements and customer order specifications. Stackable up to two or three racks high based on the model, these durable high-volume storage racks make storage and handling in large facilities quick and easy. Integrated with series specific hand trucks, the MTS custom storage carts are a breeze to load and unload.

Options:

Jack Stands: Optional jack stands are required when stacking 020, 025, and 025-KD storage carts. Four (4) each are required. Specify model number 020JS.

Tow Ring: An optional tow ring is available, offering a variety of transport options. Specify “TR” after storage cart model.

Heavy Duty Hand Trucks 015 and 016 are designed to work seamlessly with our storage carts. Our custom hand trucks easily transfer our chairs to the storage cart without double handling, and are exclusively designed for MTS banquet and convention stacking chairs.

These storage carts are designed to be moved and lifted utilizing tow motors and forklifts, typically found in convention facilities. All MTS hand trucks and storage carts are engineered and manufactured exclusively to accommodate MTS chairs only, per the requirements/dimensions of our customer’s facilities.